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The diffusion of scientific 
knowledge is undergoing a 
revolution. Open access 
enables global access to 
knowledge. At the heart of 
this revolution is 
MyScienceWork, an 
innovative platform aimed 
at scientists of all 
disciplines. 
MyScienceWork is the first 
professional, scientific 
social network dedicated 
to open access, offering 
more than 26 million 
scientific publications. 

MyScienceWork has built 
a vibrant community 
around the sciences by 
providing it with the 
necessary means to 
communicate, structure 
itself and access 
information.

MyScienceWork stands at 
the intersection of evolving 
practices within this 
community and the 
technical tools that enable 
them to flourish. 



RESEARCHERS

Research no longer progresses behind 
closed doors, as was the rule for centuries. 
MyScienceWork is used by researchers to 
identify the contacts and the knowledge 
that enable them to push back the bounda-
ries. Through the social network, they 
identify potential collaborators and 
exchange about the latest discoveries.

INSTITUTIONS

Labs, universities, innovative industries: 
their approaches are different, but they 
face common problems. MyScienceWork 
allows them to:

- identify experts
- quantify their impact on the sciences
- offer access to knowledge to both 
users and collaborators

MyScienceWork provides a place for 
institutions to post their job offers and 
access a new talent pool. Soon, the 
platform will offer a tool to quantify the 
impact of their teams on international 
research.

STUDENTS

Graduate students have acquired skills and 
reached a level of curiosity that allow them 
to tackle more complex work. On 
MyScienceWork, they can find new 
resources to fuel their learning and new 
ways to exchange and work with their 
peers.

Community
AT THE HEART OF INTERACTION
WITHIN THE SCIENTIFIC
COMMUNITY.



A revolution in the spread 
of scientific knowledge: 
Why now? Webs of user 
content, big data, open 
access, digital reading 
devices… Though our 
needs might not have 
changed much, the ways 
of meeting them are new.
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Access to knowledge
MILLIONS OF DOWNLOADBLE
SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS

THE WORLD’S BIGGEST SCIENTIFIC 
DATABASE 

MyScienceWork is opening the gates of 
knowledge to scientists by providing a 
unique entry point to more than 2,500 
different sources of scientific content. By 
enabling broad access to information, 
MyScienceWork responds to one of the 
most important needs at any moment of a 
scientist’s life: access to the state of the art. 
MyScienceWork is not limited to research 
journals and articles. It also lists essays, 
theses and specialized books – content that 
offers the broad view required by multidis-
ciplinary work.

A NEW
UNDERSTANDING

Indexing data from the world over also 
means accessing data that is essential for 
taking a new look at research production. 
The impact factor needs to be expanded or 
enriched with other related production or 
different measures of impact. Nanopublica-
tions, improving the communication of 
science to society… New topics are 
emerging and forcing us to rethink the 
conventional vision of what makes good 
research.



A WORD FROM VIRGINIE SIMON,
CEO AND CO-FOUNDER OF
MYSCIENCEWORK.

“Science isn’t humanist until it is shared. A scientific 
revolution is coming and MyScienceWork is a part of 
it. An article published in open access is cited 30 
times more, on average, than one published in a 
traditional journal. The MyScienceWork project 
combines the relevance of both professional social 
networks and of open access. We have gathered a 
community of over 300,000 people across the world 
in a few months. And this is just the beginning!”



Join us for free on 
www.mysciencework.com

     @MyScienceWork
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